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In April, May and June 2020, Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) disclosed documents to 

Scottish Salmon Watch via Freedom of Information (SIR158549/A3220427). 

 

Documents disclosed by SNH via FOI:  
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Please note from SNH's covering letter dated 29 April 2020: 

 

 
 

Here's Scottish Salmon Watch's FOI request dated 28 February 2020 to SNH (a similar FOI 

request was sent to JNCC): 

 

Please provide information on Acoustic Deterrent Devices (ADDs), seals, cetaceans and 

salmon farms since 1 January 2019. 

 

Please include emails, letters, Government briefings, internal discussions, correspondence 

with salmon farmers and other parties such as manufacturers of ADDs and SARF, scientific 

papers, reports and other information in relation to Acoustic Deterrent Devices (ADDs), 

seals, cetaceans and salmon farms.    
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Please include any data on the use and prevalence of ADDs on salmon farms.   

 

Data on the use of ADDs was previously published in 2018 and in 2017:  

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pr-adds-deafening-impact-on-cetaceans-18-april-2018-

1.pdf 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pr-cetaceans-sound-alarm-over-noisy-salmon-farms-7-

may-2017.pdf 

 

An update was published in September 2018 via https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pr-

sounding-off---adds-evade-marine-noise-registry-10-sept-2018.pdf 

 

 

Summary (in chronological order - information sourced from SNH's FOI disclosure):  

 

In February 2020, Scottish Sea Farms admitted that is was running down nylon net stock 

before investing in more expensive polyethylene nets.   "As net design improves and SSF's 

nylon net stock reduces then the use of polyethylene nets is anticipated to reduce seal 

predation and therefore the use of ADDs," stated an 'ADD Deployment Plan' from Scottish 

Sea Farms dated 19 February 2020. 

 

In February 2020, an email (the names are redacted) referred to a chat re. ADD conditions 

which "concluded that Portree Outer [The Scottish Salmon Company] and Sconser Quarry 

[Mowi] fish farm had undischarged planning conditions re. ADD deployment plans".    

 

 
 

In February 2020, SNH and Marine Scotland proposed to meet for a "discussion on ADDs".  

"I'm also keen to get some indication of next steps and timescales on the ADD work," said 

SNH's Cathy Tibrook in an email to Marine Scotland dated 4 February 2020.   

 

"I work as part of the Aquaculture Team in Marine Scotland, advising on planning policy," 

explained a redacted email referring to a meeting on 6 February 2020.  "I understand that are 

aware of a review being undertaken by [redacted name] in the Marine Planning and Policy 

directorate of Marine Scotland which has been investigating the legal framework of Acoustic 
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Deterrent Devices (ADDs) used in the aquaculture industry.  [Redacted name] and myself in 

the aquaculture team had a meeting with [redacted name] last week to discuss her paper on 

this issue, particularly any further role which local authorities can play in the process." 

 

In February 2020, Scottish Sea Farms admitted that "it is highly likely that we won't have to 

use ADDs at all at this farm" (Lismore North).  "In terms of ADD use, we are proposing to 

use the Airmar devices at Lismore North and these do not have the 'patrol' mode function," 

wrote the Development Manager at Scottish Sea Farms in an email to SNH dated 18 February 

2020.  "We are hoping to trial the OTAQ seal fence system at two sites in the Sound of Mull 

which have this feature but would like to see how well these work before expanding their use 

to other locations.  It is highly likely that we won't have to use ADDs at all at this farm given 

that ADDs haven't been used for 5 years and that we would be upgrading the cage nets to the 

stronger polyethylene nets which have significantly reduced seal predation at locations which 

have experienced issues in the past".   

 

In January 2020, SNH raised concerns about the use of ADDs at Lismore North Fish Farm 

operated by Scottish Sea Farms within a Special Area of Conservation.  "In our view, this 

proposal is likely to have a significant effect on the harbour seal interest of site by 

disturbance of seals whilst they are in the water (via ADD use) and then they are hauled out 

on Dubh Sgeir particularly during sensitive periods such as pupping (June - July) and 

moulting (August)," wrote SNH in a letter to Argyll & Bute Council dated 16 January 2020. 

 

In January 2020, SNH raised concerns over ADD use at BDNC salmon farm [Bay of the 

Dead Heads in Shuna Sound] with Mowi.  

 

 
 

In January 2020, SNH advised re. Mowi's salmon farm proposal at Carradale in Kilbrannan 

Sound that "the use of acoustic deterrent devices (ADDs) can in some instances be capable of 

causing disturbance to cetaceans".  Here's an extract from an email from SNH's Liam Wright 

to SNH colleague Stan Phillips on 13 January 2020:  
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In November 2019, SNH raised concerns about the use of ADDs at the controversial salmon 

farm proposal at Flodiggary with the Director of Planning & Development at Highland 

Council.   

 
 

In October 2019, GenusWave lobbied SNH and Marine Scotland with an update on their 

technology which they claimed would lead to a "reduced level of noise pollution".   
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In September 2019, SNH criticised Mowi for failing to address the issue of ADDs.  "Main 

thing is it doesn't address our points re. 'Standard mode activated at one site at any given time' 

or 'ADD use across all of Sound of Raasay fish farms to decline over time' so we need more 

than just this plan with the name at the top changed," wrote SNH's Alex Turner in an email to 

SNH colleagues Liam Wright and Caroline Carter dated 24 September 2019.  "Might be 

worth stressing that point?  I also think some of the notes on the RH side of the document are 

confusing (see my notes on the attached version - they look like speech bubbles).  Also, I still 

don't like sections 5 & 6 - Liam, you will remind me (probably correctly) that this can be 

addressed at the annual review meeting - but it's still not well thought through in my 

opinion." 

 

[In July 2017, SNH's Alex Turner wrote to Mowi (then named Marine Harvest):  "If existing 

ADD noise is already displacing cetaceans then any additional noise from Sconser Quarry 

would exacerbate the problem," said the email dated 24 July 2017 (obtained via FOI from 

Highland Council).  "Marine Harvest need to demonstrate that the existing sites have been 

managed sensitively in the past and/or provide undertakings that they will be in the future.  

Confirm what ADD model has been used in the past (US3 or TR1) and what model will be 

used in the next cycle."]  

 

In September 2019, SNH advised Argyll & Bute Council (in relation to Mowi's mortality-

laden Carradale salmon farm in Kilbrannan Sound) that "the continuous activation of ADDs 

(as set out in the current deployment plan) is not considered to be good practice and we 

would recommend the ADD deployment plan should be amended to take this into account".  

"We would suggest that patrol mode should be activated in response to initial predation and 

thereafter could remain active for a specified number of days (e.g. in box 3)," wrote SNH's 

Liam Wright in an email dated 12 September 2019.  "If Patrol Mode is effective in deterring 
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seals this may be sufficient.  If not, and predation continues, then use of Standard mode could 

be included as a later option (e.g. in box 4)." 

 

In September 2019, SNH admitted that a salmon farm proposal by Grieg Seafood for Loch 

Dunvegan on the Isle of Skye would not have any significant effects.  "They [Grieg Seafood] 

have committed not to use ADDs," wrote SNH in a letter to Highland Council dated 6 

September 2019.  "They state that this equipment has been successfully used in Shetland with 

no predation by seals, no need for ADDs and no seals shot".  

 

In September 2019, SNH admitted to being "sceptical" about the proposed use of OTAQ 

ADDs at Flodigarry on the Isle of Skye (a controversial 'organic' salmon farm which 

Highland Council refused in January 2020).  "Would be good to see more on the C-PODS," 

said SNH's Skye & Lochalsh's Operations Officer in Portree in an email dated 6 September 

2019 in relation to a proposed salmon farm at Flodigarry.  "Nice idea but have to say we're 

sceptical at the moment". 

 

"We are also aware that cetacean detections can be masked by the ADD noise output, 

particularly with CPOD devices, and so we would like to see detail of the system," 

commmented SNH in relation to OTAQ's Sealfence ADD and the proposed salmon farm at 

Flodigarry.  "Given the potential cumulative ADD noise from your multiple farms it would 

be good practice to produce a cumulative plan for all of the consented farms". 

 

In September 2019, SNH alluded to differences with Marine Scotland's position on ADDs.  

"We may be working towards a common position with Marine Scotland but are we at odds in 

the meantime?" asked SNH's Nick Halfhide, Director of Sustainable Growth, in an internal 

email on 3 September 2019 re. ADD use on Canna (where Mowi want to set up a salmon 

farm in "probably the worst location" according to the National Trust for Scotland).   

 

In September 2019, referred to a review of the ADD regulatory regime by Marine Scotland 

with "an internal paper for Ministers by the Autumn".  "Marine Scotland officials are 

reviewing the ADD regulatory regime, and will be producing an internal paper for Ministers 

by the Autumn," wrote SNH's Cathy Tilbrook, Head of Sustainable Coasts & Seas, in internal 

email dated 2 September 2019.  "We have provided information to assist in this review, 

including suggestions relating to marine EPS licensing.  We have not yet seen the draft paper.  

In the meantime, we continue to provide advice on ADD deployment (within the Inner 

Hebrides & Minches SAC and in some cases outwith the site) in line with our current draft 

policy, which requires recording and active management and reporting of ADD usage 

through an Environmental Management Plan." 

 

In September 2019, SNH suggested to Mowi the "removal of ADD use" at one salmon farm 

(Sconser Quarry) and said they were "keen for you [Mowi] to demonstrate how you would 

envisage total ADD use across all of your Sound of Raasay fish farms to decline over time".   
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In August 2019, SNH's Director Support Manager asked colleagues: "How is our relationship 

with Mowi?  Has it been impacted by this case?" (the controversial Canna salmon farm). 

"This shouldn't affect our relationship at all," replied SNH's Cathy Tilbrook, Head of 

Sustainable Coasts & Seas in an email of 2 September 2019.  "The advice we provided was 

not unusual for EIA screening/scoping and would not have ruffled any feathers at Mowi.  We 

continue to liaise closely with the company as the application processes." 

 

In August 2019, SNH wrote to Highland Council suggesting that Mowi had been "misadvised 

by OTAQ" (OTAQ is an ADD manufacturer whose largest shareholder is Euroblue 

Investments - a company named in the Offshore Leaks Database).  "We think OSC [Ocean 

Science Consulting] research is fine as far as it goes but was limited duration and lack of 

publication will limit wider applicability," wrote SNH's Operations Officer for Skye & 

Lochalsh in an email dated 30 August 2019 to Highland Council in relation to ADDs at The 

Scottish Salmon Company's Portee salmon farm. "For Sconser Quarry we will go back to 

MOWI to say that the current proposals (constant use of Patrol mode and possibly extensive 

use of Standard mode) are not acceptable especially in terms of cumulative impacts.  It looks 

as if they have been misadvised by OTAQ".     

 

In August 2019, SNH wrote to The Scottish Salmon Company "disappointed that OTAQ [a 

manufacturer of ADDs] are not prepared to publish the report" (on underwater noise 
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monitoring of the OTAQ SealFence at Portree salmon farm).  "As this is a sensitive location, 

and the ADD system has been operating for this trial period, we request sight of the 

information that the Scottish Salmon Company and OTAQ collect under section 3.3 of the 

ADD plan," wrote SNH's Operations Officer for Skye & Lochalsh in an email dated 30 

August 2019.   "Much will rest on the annual review meetings and we are keen to see the 

information that has been collected since the system was first deployed in March".    

 

In August 2019, SNH raised concerns at the "continuous" use of ADDs by Mowi at their 

salmon farms at Sconser Quarry and Scalpay on the Isle of Skye.  "There will need to be at 

least another round of dialogue with MOWI re. their proposals for Sconser Quarry and 

Scalpay," wrote SNH's Operations Officer for Skye & Lochlash in an email dated 27 August 

2019 to Highland Council.  "They are proposing continuous use of patrol mode for all of the 

sites.  That would deviate from our guidance and we would only be prepared to revisit our 

guidance if the Portree study was published (and possibly more data).  As discussed, I think 

we're also looking for more certainty with the alternatives at the end of the flow chart.  We 

still need to go back to MOWI".   

 

In August 2019, Mowi wrote to Argyll & Bute Council "as a matter or urgency" asking to use 

ADDs at their Carradale salmon farm in Kilbrannan Sound "as soon as practically possible".  

"Please find attached a draft ADD Deployment Guidance flowchart which would be used to 

control and manage the use of the OTAQ SealFence system proposed for use at Carradale," 

wrote Mowi in an email dated 20 August 2019.  "The flowchart also defines responsibilities 

and reporting requirements.  The modular system can be operated at a source output of 170db 

in patrol mode and 189db in standard mode."  

 

In August 2019, JNCC published a report: "Evidence base for application of Acoustic 

Deterrent Devices (ADDs) for marine mammal mitigation in coastal waters".   

 

 
 

In July 2019, SNH wrote to Argyll & Bute Council raising concerns about the use of ADDs 

by The Scottish Salmon Company in Loch Na Keal on the Isle of Mull.  Here's an extract 

from SNH's letter dated 24 July 2019:  
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In July 2019, the team at St. Andrews University behind GenusWave admitted in an email 

that "a range of manufacturers with devices on fish farms have made unsubstantiated claims 

with regard to being 'cetacean/dolphin/porpoise friendly' or posing 'no risk to hearing 

damage'".  "To our knowledge, none of these claims are actually backed up by any 

publication in the scientific literature, even though the University of St. Andrews is 

sometimes falsely quoted to back up these claims," stated the email dated 15 July 2019 

(believed to be directed to SNH's Skye & Lochalsh office and copied to Highland Council).   
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Here's the research team behind GenusWave: 

 

 
 

In June 2019, SNH red-flagged the use of ADDs at The Scottish Salmon Company's salmon 

farm at Ushenish in South Uist.  "The typical frequencies of ADDs are within the hearing 

range of harbour porpoise," wrote SNH in a letter to the Planning Officer at Comhairle nan 

Eilean Siar dated 24 June 2019.  "A significant body of evidence exists to suggest that in 

some cases ADDs can result in the disturbance and displacement of harbour porpoise.  The 

evidence of impacts on cetaceans from ADDs currently in use is varied and is dependent on 

many variables (e.g. noise characteristics of device, how the device is used, the topography, 

animal behaviour and importance of the area/habitat where the ADD is being used.  We 

advise that a 3km indicative disturbance distance is used when assessing application.  This 

distance is based on evidence in scientific literature and on our internal modelling exercise, 

and should be used to assess the indicative spatial extent of disturbance.  The proposed site 

lies 1.3km from the boundary of the SAC". 

 

In June 2019, a 'Habitats Regulation Appraisal Report' by Arcus Consultancy Services on 

behalf of The Scottish Salmon Company's extension of Geasgill salmon farm in Loch Na 

Keal on the Isle of Mull stated: "Multiple stakeholder advice considers the use of Acoustic 
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Deterrent Devices (ADDs) in finfish aquaculture to be the primary activity likely to affect 

harbour porpoise" and "it is recognised that active ADDs may result in potential disturbance 

and habitat exclusion on cetacean".   

 

 
 

In June 2019, SNH's Skye & Lochalsh office in Portree wrote to Grieg Seafood raising 

concerns 'Salmonsafe' ADDs from GenusWave.  "The results of the trials are promising, 

especially in relation to effects on porpoise, but need to be treated with a degree of caution 

because they appear to utilize prototype devices with differing source levels, and operational 

deployment may not be the same as the trial deployments," said an email dated 10 June 2019.  

"We are not aware of any farms where these devices are currently in operation." 

 

In June 2019, The Scottish Salmon Company wrote to SNH asking for "further information 

on the reasoning behind the 3km indicative distance for the Inner Hebrides and Minches 

SAC" in relation to the Ushenish salmon farm in South Uist.  In an email dated 20 May 2019, 

SNH had emailed The Scottish Salmon Company: "The proposed site is within 3km of the 

Inner Hebrides and the Minches SAC designated for harbour porpoise.  An ADD deployment 

plan would be required for this proposed site; this would need to include the requirements to 

consider best net technology prior to ADD use".  

 

In May 2019, SNH raised concerns about the significant effect of ADDs at The Scottish 

Salmon Company's salmon farm in Loch Shieldaig.  "The standard US3 emits sound in the 

10-20KHz frequency range which is within the sensitive hearing range for harbour porpoise 

(i.e. not target specifically at seals)," wrote SNH in a letter to Highland Council dated 14 May 

2019.  "We don't think that the ER shows evidence to suggest that sound emitted by the 

ADDs will not travel in to the SAC boundary." 

 

In May 2019, Grieg Seafood wrote to SNH looking into the possibility of installing a new 

"less harmful" ADD system.  "The system is a targeted acoustic startle technology (TAST) 

manufactured in conjunction with the University of Andrews and considered to be less 

harmful to the surrounding environment than other devices currently on the market," wrote 

Grieg Seafood in an email dated 8 May 2019.  

 

"Our preference for this site would be to maintain the presumption against the use of ADDs," 

continued SNH's email to Grieg Seafood.  "We would ask you to demonstrate that you have 

tried alternatives and explain why ADDs are needed.  The 2016 scientific paper you 

referenced, highlight 'puzzling' observations that seal surfacings occurred within 100 m of the 

transducers and suggested that this behaviour was more common amongst pups during the 

adult moulting period, coinciding with pups exploring their environment.  We have some 

concerns that the use of the 'Salmonsafe' ADDs may result in behavioural changes which in 

turn may have knock-on effects for long-term survival of pups.  Given the proximity of the 

seal SAC, we would want that issue to be investigated scientifically before we would be in a 

position to support ADD use at this site.  It may be that GenusWave have further information 

on this aspect or further targeted research may be needed." 
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In April 2019, Mowi reviewed their ADD Deployment Guidance.   "The revision is based on 

the recommended best practice of OTAQ," said Mowi's [redacted] Environmental Analyst in 

an email to SNH dated 23 April 2019.  "OTAQ recommended that Patrol Mode is used 

continuously to mitigate against potential seal attacks.  The continuous use of the lower 

decibel range of Patrol Mode (125 dB to 170 dB) is suggested to be more effective than the 

intermittent use other operational modes which utilise higher decibels.  OTAQ are currently 

validating a model investigating the impact of SealFence operational modes on cetaceans and 

pinnipeds.  The mode output will provide evidence to determine if this is an effective method 

of seal deterrence and best practice.  The results are planned to be presented by OTAQ to 

SNH in due course".  

 

In April 2019, Shieldaig Community Council strongly objected to an application by The 

Scottish Salmon Company in Loch Shieldaig citing concerns re. ADDs. 
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In February 2019, SNH questioned "inconsistency" in Mowi's application for a new salmon 

farm at the Isle of Scalpay.  "Some farms are able to operate without ADDs with the newer 

stronger nets," wrote SNH's Dr. Caroline Carter in an email dated 12 February 2019 in reply 
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to Mowi's claim that "removing the option to use ADDs puts potential pressure on the 

welfare of farmed fish and the protection of seals".     

 

"Conclusive evidence is not what is required," wrote SNH's Caroline Carter in an email dated 

12 February 2019 in reply to Mowi's claim that there was "little scientific evidence which 

provides conclusive data on the impact of ADDs".  "There is enough scientific evidence in 

existence to highlight the potential, and as far as I'm aware under Natura that's sufficient," 

continued SNH's Dr. Caroline Carter in an internal email to SNH's Kirsty North.   

 

In January 2019, a 'Predator Control Plan' for The Scottish Salmon Company's Geasgill 

salmon farm in Loch na Keal admitted that "it is not common practice for SSC to use anti-

predators nets".   
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In January 2019, SNH criticised Mowi's policy of using ADDs rather than predator nets.  

"The company's policy is to use ADDs rather than predator nets, and they cite potential 

entanglement as the reason for not deploying predator nets," wrote SNH's Dr. Caroline Carter 

to SNH colleagues in an email dated 29 January 2019 in relation to Mowi's new Isle of 

Scalpay salmon farm.  "Thus is a new farm application, and therefore we should ask them to 

first consider operating the site without using ADDs at all (as per our draft guidance).  There 

are nets available now that are thought to prevent seal predation without needing other 

measures.  For example Seal Pro netting https://www.garwarefibres.com/product/sapphire-

sealpro/ this has/is being proposed by other companies.  If they are procuring new kit for this 

site, then that's the perfect time to look at other options.  Appendix 5.5a details the company's 

commitment to achieving ASC certification, and within this, there is a limit to the number of 

days the ADD system is in operation to less than or equal to 40% of the time the site is 

stocked.  This could be a significant amount of time, and so my feeling is that we should be 

aiming for a lower proportion than this".   
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In January 2019, Scottish Sea Farms referred to SNH's "holding objection" to an application 

in the Sound of Mull (a salmon farm which was cited in the death of a humpback whale in 

2014).   

 

 
 

Scottish Sea Farms committed in their 'Sound of Mull ADD Deployment Plan' (January 

2019) to "completely phase out the use of ADDs in the Sound of Mull" beyond 2021 "once 

all farm have been upgraded to polyethylene nets with improved net tensioning".  Scottish 

Sea Farms pledged their "intention to remove ADDs from all farms in 2021 once cage nets 

are fully upgraded".     
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In January 2019, the Scottish Government invited a public tender to a £100,000 research 

project - "Improve understanding of use, impact and efficacy of ADDs in aquaculture" 

(CR/2018/08) - to be completed by June 2020. 

 

 
 

 

A 'Specification of Requirements' included: 
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Please note that the 2014 report referenced in Note 1 is available online here 
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A FOI request by Scottish Salmon Watch in May 2018 asked: "If GenusWave is guilty of 

making false representation regarding SNH support, please provide details".  A FOI reply by 

SNH in July 2018 (SIR150721/A2655569) admitted:  

 

 
 

In March 2018, an SNH guidance document - "Proposed use of acoustic deterrents (ADDs) at 

fish farms affecting the Inner Hebrides and the Minches SAC" raised serious concerns over 

noise disturbance by salmon farms.  "ADDs in Scotland have been detected above 

background at significant distances from source, in the order of 15km (but could be much 

further depending on the environmental conditions," stated the SNH report.  "It is clear that 

ADD signals from fin fish farms are a pervasive anthropogenic noise source in the marine 

environment.  In our view, we do not consider the continuous use of ADDs as acceptable (by 

continuous we mean indiscriminate use i.e. being turned on and left on regardless of 

risk/threat".   
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